CALIBRATE® SERIES

Laminate Storage

CALIBRATE SERIES
LAMINATE STORAGE
Personal storage that effortlessly
integrates with all AIS systems.
Inspiration comes easily with the Calibrate Series Storage
elements. Its extensive statement of line, broad finish
selection, and choice of pulls mean there’s something for
practically everyone.
AIS quality and details make an impact and make the
difference. With robust construction, tight tolerances, precision
ball bearings and heavy weight shelf supports, the Calibrate
Series will perform year over year. And with dozens of design
options — including elevated feet — it’s easy to support
the widest variety of storage needs. Explore the choices,
they’re all yours.

Calibrate Series Storage with Divi System.

Statement of Line
Square Pull

Loop Pull

Bar Pull

L-Pull

Finish Options
Grade A Laminates

Absolute Acajou

Aimtoo Savatre

Black

Brazilwood

Cabinet Almond

Chalk

Corporate Walnut

Dark Rum Cherr y

Grand Cherr y

Leave Likatre

Linen

Looks Likatre

Midwest Maple

Nightfall

Recon Oak

Storm

Summer Drops

True White

See price list for complete statement of line.
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Meadows Office Interiors creates innovative workspaces that are strategically designed to help customers improve business
performance, increase collaboration, realize cost efficiencies and build brand recognition.
Aligned with hundreds of manufacturers and founded five decades ago, Meadows is a Haworth Preferred Dealer and a nationally
certified Woman-Owned Business Enterprise. As a member of the U.S. Green Building Council and an FSC® Chain of Custody
certificate holder, Meadows places a high value on products and processes that meet sustainability benchmarks.
The Meadows difference begins with the truly turnkey experience we offer our customers. By pairing 50 years of industry
experience with the latest technology, Meadows embraces innovation and remains committed to providing exceptional
customer service and building lasting client relationships.
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